[Effect of change in refraction by increasing intraocular pressure with the suction cup method on pattern reversal VECP].
When IOP is increased by the suction cup method, refraction changes will occur, depending on the shape of the cup and the height of the IOP increase. Similar refraction changes were simulated in six healthy volunteers by employing spherical and cylindrical glasses during pattern-reversal visual evoked cortical potential (VECP) with various check sizes and amount of contrast. While the pattern-reversal VECP latencies were not influenced, the amplitudes were reduced considerably. By using contact lenses and a suitably shaped suction cup, refraction changes could be compensated for. In 22 healthy volunteers pattern-reversal VECPs were derived with and without the application of contact lenses with artificially raised IOP. A comparison showed that the amplitudes differed significantly. Without contact lenses a negative pressure of more than 40 mmHg resulted in a drop in the amplitudes with a plateau formed between 80 and 120 mmHg. With compensation by contact lenses the amplitudes are found to be unaltered or even slightly increased until a negative pressure of 120 mmHg is reached in the suction cup, after which they drop. Plotting the pattern-reversal VECP amplitudes (obtained with refraction changes being compensated for by contact lenses) against ciliary perfusion pressure, one finds the characteristic curve described by Ulrich et al., suggesting an autoregulative capacity between 15 and 20 mmHg in healthy persons. The latencies, which remain uninfluenced by refraction changes, are also not altered within an IOP increase of 15-20 mmHg.